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Optimum is pleased to announce that they will be publishing the new and updated book by 
author Vic Parsons; Bad Blood will be released in Canada and the United States. The 8-part 
Mini Series will be aired on CBC and Showtime.  While it was a major crisis in Canada this 
story touched blood services agencies throughout the world. In fact, the British parliament has 
reopened an investigation into their own tainted blood crisis. 

In Canada, we had the Krever inquiry, which lasted for over a year and had many conclusions, 
but none led to criminal prosecutions, yet the scandal had over $10 Billion in claims.  Vic 
Parsons explores the many facets of what went wrong and how between the Red Cross and 
Canadian Blood services that they failed to take both science and committee recommendations 
on the suspension and recall of blood products. They simply failed to take-action; action that 
would have saved lives.  The “science is inconclusive” said one key official. A decision that 
would cost hundreds of lives and over 20,000 more to be infected with Hepatitis C.  Vic followed 
and brought many of the stories to life and now some 25 years later, he will be telling the stories 
of those that have since passed and those that survived. 

This fast paced and hard-hitting book will bring to life the characters and the decisions made by 
those we entrusted with our blood system.  Poor decision making, fear of the unknown and 
indifference all played a role in the tragedy that effected so many hemophiliacs as well as 
hospital patients that encountered tainted blood through routine or lifesaving hospital 
procedures. 

Backgrounder

Since the 1995 publication of Bad Blood: The Tragedy of the Canadian Tainted Blood Scandal 
much has changed in the Canadian blood collection and distribution system. Despite this, many 
of the issues that arose in the 1980s resulting from contamination of the blood supply with HIV 
and Hepatitis C (HCV) still haunt the governments, agencies and consumers of blood products 
and donors.                  

Many of these changes were driven by the $15 million report prepared under the direction of 
Justice Horace Krever whose commission conducted a detailed examination of Canada’s blood 
system in the 1990s. For example, the Red Cross is now out of the blood system replaced by 
Canadian Blood Services and Hema-Quebec, stand alone agencies whose only responsibility is 
collection and distribution of blood and its products.              

The reissuance of an updated version of Bad Blood comes at a time when an eight-part mini-
series, Unspeakable, is being prepared for TV distribution. The series, based in part on Bad 
Blood and on the personal experience of executive producer Robert C. Cooper, who was infected 
with HCV through blood products, is expected to air in early 2019. It is being funded by CBC 
and Sundance TV.



New genetically-engineered recombinant blood factors have reduced the danger of tainted blood 
to hemophiliacs and to others who need clotting factors during surgery, but potential dangers lurk 
in other blood products. Newly discovered viruses and other contaminants still need to be 
removed from the blood supply. Some of these are well-known to the public – West Nile and 
Zika viruses, syphilis, Hepatitis B, for example – but others are unfamiliar and even unknown.

Meanwhile, governments that were implicated in the preventable tragedy of the 1980s continue 
to pay out millions of dollars every year to the victims. Provincial and territorial governments 
pay financial assistance to survivors of the HIV infections and their families, and the federal 
government pays disaster relief to victims of HCV. It is estimated that about 2,000 persons were 
infected with HIV and another 30,000 with HCV through contaminated blood. Some people were 
infected with both. About 8,000 victims died. The cost to governments has been in the 
neighbourhood of $10 billion.

Controversy still rages over the for-profit collection of blood by certain corporations. This 
collection has been banned in Ontario, Quebec and Alberta, but is permitted in Saskatchewan. 
Survivors from the 1980s recall that the collection of imported for-profit products from the 
United States, notably from prisons, was a major factor in the infection of Canada’s blood 
supply. Supporters of for-profit collections argue that Canada does not collect enough blood 
through its voluntary donation system and imported products are necessary to meet demand.

The update of Bad Blood, and the mini-series Unspeakable, are timely reminders to the public of 
the past tragedies and cautionary tales for the future.

ABOUT THE MINI SERIES

A horrific contaminated blood transfusion debacle that started in Canada and spread to the United 
States and the UK is now being turned into a Sundance TV miniseries called Unspeakable. On 
Saturday, news broke that Stargate executive producer Robert C. Cooper, the creator and 
showrunner for the new series, will tell the story of the tainted blood scandal of the 1970s and 
1980s, in which more than 2,000 Canadians were infected with HIV and another 30,000 
contracted hepatitis C because of contaminated blood donations, resulting in 8,000 deaths. The 
story hits especially close to home for Cooper, who contracted hepatitis during the tragic public 
health breach.

Though the events happened decades ago, they’re still very much in the public eye. Currently, 
British Prime Minister Theresa May is investigating Canada’s tainted blood products entered 
Britain’s blood supply 30 years ago, killing 2,400 people — an event that members of parliament 
have called “one of the worst peacetime disasters in Britain’s history.”

Untested blood donations were at the root of the tainted blood scandal in the early 80s.

Cooper’s version of the story will be based on two books, Bad Blood by Vic Parsons and The 
Gift of Death by Andre Picard, but certain facts about the event are well known: The tragic 
breach in public health started as demands for blood increased and blood products (its 
components, like platelets or plasma) began to be sold for profit. The profitability of these 

http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/krever-inquiry/
http://publications.msss.gouv.qc.ca/msss/fichiers/1996/krever_vol1a.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/07/11/world/europe/uk-contaminated-blood-scandal-theresa-may.html?_r=0
https://www.inverse.com/topic/death


products led companies, like Canada’s Connaught Laboratories, to source blood from 
populations at high risk of exposure to HIV or hepatitis C — most notoriously, U.S. inmates.

According to Dr. Don Francis, a key witness during the federal investigation into the Canadian 
blood scandal, these pharmaceutical companies could have caught as many as 90 percent of 
hepatitis C cases with a simple test. In a 2013 interview, Francis blamed the tragedy on the lack 
of a national blood policy. At the time, Canada’s blood donations were almost entirely managed 
by the Canadian Red Cross, which was later fined $5,000 during the federal inquiry into the 
scandal for failing to adequately screen they distributed. After the inquiry ended in 1997, Canada 
set up two government-adjacent agencies to prevent it from happening again.

in charge of the blood supply, but control was shifted to the Food and Drug Administration in 
1972. Currently, the FDA recommends against taking blood donations from individuals who 
have engaged in prostitution or taken non-prescription drug injections, and controversially, from 
men who have had sex with other men within the past year. The restrictions have one goal: to 
prevent people who have been exposed to blood-borne diseases from giving blood, as screening, 
clearly, isn’t always thorough.

To be extra safe, the American Red Cross and American’s Blood Centers perform laboratory tests 
for every unit of blood donated, testing for a laundry list of diseases including Chagas disease, 
hepatitis B and C, HIV type 1 and type 2, human T-lymphotropic virus, syphilis, West Nile virus, 
and herpes.

About Optimum Publishing International 

OPI was the publishing arm of the Montreal Gazette publishing network before being taking 
private in 1982.  Optimum an award winning international publisher with a litany of best sellers 
through the 70’s, 80’s 90’s to present had a stable of bestselling authors including: Margo Oliver; 
Margo Oliver’s Most Treasured Recipes:   Fred Breummer: The Arctic, Life of the Harp Seal, 
Children of the North: Greg Clark, The Bird of Paradise, Greg Clarks Favorites and so many 
more.

Optimum is known for delivering sensational crime and political best sellers like The Canadian 
Connection, 1976 by Jean-Pierre Charbonneau. Montreal Mafia:  Beyond Reason by Margaret 
Trudeau, French Worldwide/ Global Syndication in French and English:  Up the Hill by the 
Treasury Board  President, Donald Johnson MP, 1986,:  From the Plains of Africa to the Jungles 
of Parliament, Barry Turner MP, 2012 and most recently General Beatty’s book, Bullet Proof 
Flag, Canada’s Peace Keepers in Cyprus, 2014.  Optimum is now lead by Dean Baxendale after 
the passing of founder Michael Baxendale January of 2017. 

Optimum Publishing will focus on three key subject matter

Canadian and International Politics - Organized and Corporate Crime- Social and Political 
Justice

Various Publicity links about the series.

http://www.nytimes.com/1999/01/29/world/suit-says-canada-imported-tainted-blood-from-us-inmates.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NduGZlGLM7U
https://www.fda.gov/aboutfda/whatwedo/history/milestones/ucm128305.htm
https://www.fda.gov/aboutfda/whatwedo/history/milestones/ucm128305.htm
https://www.fda.gov/biologicsbloodvaccines/bloodbloodproducts/questionsaboutblood/ucm108186.htm
https://www.inverse.com/article/4464-why-is-america-still-homophobic-about-blood
http://www.redcrossblood.org/learn-about-blood/what-happens-donated-blood/blood-testing
http://www.americasblood.org/donate-blood/blood-donation-101/blood-safety-testing.aspx
https://www.inverse.com/topic/diseases
https://www.inverse.com/article/34638-herpes-usher-sti-atlanta-lawsuit-jane-doe


Variety Magazine (USA)

http://variety.com/2017/tv/news/sundance-top-of-the-lake-china-girl-premiere-date-
unspeakable-1202510403/#!

Inverse Science and Chill

https://www.latestcanada.com/45510251701/tv-canada-tainted-blood-scandal-subject-miniseries

Associated Press

https://www.inverse.com/article/34942-tainted-blood-scandal-sundance-miniseries 

http://variety.com/2017/tv/news/sundance-top-of-the-lake-china-girl-premiere-date-unspeakable-1202510403/
http://variety.com/2017/tv/news/sundance-top-of-the-lake-china-girl-premiere-date-unspeakable-1202510403/
https://www.latestcanada.com/45510251701/tv-canada-tainted-blood-scandal-subject-miniseries
https://www.inverse.com/article/34942-tainted-blood-scandal-sundance-miniseries

